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Technically usable priiary hydroenergetic potential in the area of the Slovak Republic amounts
to 7,361 GWh per -far. Actually, tha hydroenergetic potential int?) is used only for 52.i2.

Puapad storage plants utilize a secondary HEP. They sain, electric energy froa potential energy
of diisr, repuiped from a lower reservoir into an upper one.

The largest source in the Slovak Republic utilizing a priiary HEP, is a hydroelectric poser
plant Gabcikovo. The largest source utilizing a secondary HE? is a puaped storage plant Cierny van.

Hydo Power Project GabCikovo
Construction of the hydroelectric potter plant Gabtikovo started in 1978 as a part of a system

of hydro power projects Gabclkovc - Nagyaaros (SVD G-N).

fitter the Hungarian part interrupted its aarfc in SVD G-N, a decision was iade to put a hydro
poser project Gabclkovo, in a high level of construction at that tiae, into operation in 1991 in
a supplementary way in the area of the Slovak Republic. The actual stage was realized according to
the original plan. Damming of the Danube was goved fras a Dunakility profile upwards a river flow
into a Cunovo profile, in which both the banks belong to the Slovak Republic.

The first hydroelectric generating set was put into operation in October 1992. Eight
hydroelectric generating sets have :een in operation in hydroelectric power plant (HPP) Gasclkovo
since December 1975.

iiain objects of the Gabcfkevo hydroelectric power plant:
- HruSov reservoir
- intake channel
- Gabcikovo stage
- waste channel

Hrujav Reservoir

The HruSov reservoir is created by heaving the Danube levei by a supplementary daaaing at
Cunovo. Its purpose is to accumulate Danube flows with a follow-up use of water in Gabclkovo plant
and also to create a deep water shipping path for shipping. An available content of the reservoir is
35 aii, cubic aeters. 6 temporary design of the HruSov reservoir consists of a right hand daa of the
reservoir on the right bank of the Danube, an intake object to a HoSon branch, a weir in an
inundation, Cunovo hydroelectric power station at the *eir, a Heir and an auxiliary gate, a weir on
a by-pass, Danube river channel daaaing, and a left hand daa on the left bank of the Danube.

Intake Channel

The intake channel dams fol'loi* upwithlhe "daas of Hru§ov reservoir and "finish "it "the
plant. The channel is 17 km long, its width varies in a range from 267 to 737 a it its bottom. Hater
is 7.3 to !4.3 a deep in the channel. Materti9hbess of the channel is provided with an
asphaIt-concrete sealing of da/3 slopes and a fail sealing of the bottoa. The channel is dimensioned
to a aaxLiua rate of flow 5,300 s-Vs. An available content within a level swing of 1 a is 11 aii.
cubic meters.

Gjaciirpvn

The stage consists of two sain objects - a hydroelectric power plant and gates. Its purpose is
to utilize tte created head for electricity production and to overcome a difference between levels
in front of and behind the sti95 by vessels in t.ie' gates. A total nusoer of sight hydroelectric



generating units with a total install;:) capacity 720 iffl is installed in the piant.

waste Channel

The waste channel discharges aalsr froa the ffaMikcvo stage i.itu the original Danube act to*. It
is 3.2 ka long. In the sane way as the intake channel, it is also designed as a shipping path.

Technologies! Psiri

8 hydroelectric generating sets 3rs installed in four daubis-blocks in a aachine rooa of the
hydroelectric power plant (VE).
Basic technical data;
- installed capacity 3 s 90 ,1H
- production in an average aqueous year 2,650 GWh
- nuaber of hydroelectric generating sets S
- turbine flow 8 x 413 - 436 a*/sec
- head 12.9 - 24 i

The hydroelectric generating sets irs arranged verticali?. a synchronous generator is connected
with a turbine by aeans of a flange coupling. A support bearing is located directly on a raised
turbine head. The shaft is supported in two guide bearings-, in a lower bearing in a turbine head
extension and in an upper bearing below the generator rotor. Location of the upper guide bearing
enabled an uabrslla design of the generator to be used,

Kaplan turbine has a runner diaaetsr 9.3 a. The runner has four blades of a special high
strength stainless steel.

The hydroelectric generating sets beiong to the largest sites aanufactured in the world.

Power output of the generators is led into two voltage levels froa six generators through an
encapsulated switchgear 400 kV into a knotty line Pcdunajske Biskupice - Syor and froa two
generators through an external switchgear 110 kV into two lines to Dunajska" Streda. Both the voltage
systeas are interconnected with an autotransforser.

VE Gabgffcovo Operation

VE GaMikovo is directly controlled froa a dispatching centre of Vcdne elektrarne Trencin. The
individual hydroelectric generating sets are fully autoaatic. Control is provided by a control and
inforaation systes of the plant. Operation control of the sets aust ensure a safety of vessels
present in the intake and waste channels in a aode of non-peraanent flow resulting froa a change in
a flow through turbines. Thus the plant can start froa a :ero to a full capacity in 30 to 32
ainutes. In the case of an eaergency shutdown of the sets doss of voltage in 400 and 110 kV
switchgears), the sets are switched into an energy-free operation and water flow through turbines is
without energy utilization. An energy-free operation an last far 30 ainutes. The plant can operate
in a peak load operation because there is no balance reservoir built below the plant. The operation
of the plant is ccntinuous and basically it is governed by a flow in the Danube which is also
affected ' by an~~operation~br~a"hydroelectric power plant in Austria. Qperation-niies-ar* set-in
aanipuiation instructions and ire adopted to shipping rsquirsients. The aanipulation instructions
define levels above the plant in relation to the Danube flew. The plant operation aust provide
aeeting the level within liaits ±15 ca. In a period of low flows below 1,200 aVsec, liaits are ±4

Saall hydroelectric power plants HoSo*' and S VII belong to the Oabtikovo hydro power project.

Ihe plant produced 9,i-63 Gtfh of electricity fr*s the beqinniaq ai its operation till ths end of
1996.



Pumped Storage Plant Cierny Wth
The construction of the puapsa storage plant (PVEi Cierny Van started in 1976 and it was put

into operation at the end of l?80.

The sain goal of the PVE Cierny yjh is to aeet the control functions of an electrification
systea of the Slovak Republic :.i conditions of UCPTE, a substitute function in the cases of

cted power outages and a planned electricity production froa repuaping.

ffain objects of PVE Cierny Van:
- upper reservoir
- underground supply conduits and i coaaunication tunnel
- surface hydroelectric pcNer plant
- lower reservoir

Upper Reservoir

The upper reservoir was built as an artificial one without a natural inflow on a plane with in
irregular shape between the valleys af Siely Van and Cierny Van, at an elevation of acre than 1,1:0
aeters above sea level. The reservoir is created by excavations and fill froa liaestones ans
doloaites.

Water slope af the reservoir witn a slope i : 2 and the bottoa of the reservoir have a jacket
asphalt-concrete sealing. Because of a check of possible leakages through the asphalt-concrete
sealing, a drainage systsa led into J control tunnel located along the entire circuaference of
a bottoa of the water siope was ouiit. Rakes, hydraulicaily controlled high pressure valve w.^ and
auxiliary stop logs ars installed in the inflow object of the upper reservoir. An available u?icity
of the reservoir is 3.7 ail cubic aeters and a.water level fluctuation is 25 $ between the
elevations 1,160 and 1,135 aetsrs above sea level.

An access road 7.5 ka long ieads fora Svarfn settleaent to the upper reservoir.

Underorqund SUBPIV Conduits and a CoMunication Tunnel

The supplying conduits represent a connection hydraulic route between the upper and lower
reservoirs. The upper reservoir is connected with a hydroelectric power plant with three underground
araored supply conduits. Internal diaaeter of the conduits is 3.S a and the thickness of a stsel
ar*or is froa 12 to 43 a«. One conduit provides water supply for two hydroelectric generating sets.
A conduit is ended with a ball coupler which provides branching of a single conduit to two turbines
and two pusps.

Coaaunication between the lower and upper reservoirs is provided by a coaaunication tunnel
whereas a lift is installed in its sloped section.

Hydroeiprtric Powpr Plant

A building of the plant is 3 part of a das of the lower reservoir and consists af a aacinne
rooa, asseably block, a block for inspection of transfGraers and a neighboring operation building.

•x A lower structure and also water side representing a ?art of a body of the lower reservoir das
are of a aassive concrete, the u??er building has a steel structure.

Lower Reservoir

A das of the lower reservoir is a concrete, gravitation one with an additional fill on an sir
side. The da* is 375 a long and a double-field outlet object and a bottoa outlet ire a part of it.



Lower rsservo:,' slopes are arranged in a slaps 1 : 5. reinforcaaent of the slopes is frea
aggregates below which triers is a textile filtering layer.

An available voluae of the reservoir is 3.7 ail. cubic leters and a water levsi fluctuation is
7,45 a between the elevations 726 and 733.45 leters above sea level.

Technological Pirt

Sis repuaping vertical hydroelectric generating sats in a three aachine arrangsaet
- a aotorgensrator, a turbine, a puap - ire located in three dauBle-slocks in the aachine rooa af
tfte plant.

Basic technical data:
- installed capacity 6 x 122.4 m + 0.743 HU
- yearly production 1,281 Stih
- nuaber of hydroelectric generating sets 6
- nuaber of dcaestic hydroelectric generating sets 1
- turbine flow 3 x 30 i:</sec
- puap fiow a x 22 iJ/sec
- upper reservoir voiuae 3.7 ail. a3

- aax. head 434 s
- peak tise 5.71 hour
- puaping tise 7.73 hour
- repuaping cycle efficiency 74.3*2

ft synchroneous actorgenerator is directly connected to a Francis turbine. The aotorgenerator is
supported in two guide bearings and in a support bearing iscated above a rotor.

The Francis vertical turbine is supported in tns upper and lower segaent self-lubricated
bearings. A turbine shaft is a two-part one. Its upper part connects a turbine wheel with
a aotorgenerator shaft, whereas the lower part goes through a draft tube and connects a turbine
wheel with a cia» dutch of the pusp. Guide blade pivots are supported in a self-lubricating
housings which prevent water froa being polluted with crude oil products, ft hydraulically controlled
d a w dutch is located between a turbine and a

The accuaulation puap is a single-intake, two-stage one. A supporting bearing is designed in
coabination with a guiding one and is placed on the upper cavsr. A lower guide bearing is placed on
an elbow of the draft tube.

The control equipaent consists of distributor servos, a governor puaping. unit, an
electrodynaaic governor. Ball gates with diaaetsr 1.6 a, designed for dosing up to a full flow on
both directions of water flow, are arranged in front of a spiral casing gate and behind the output
froa a puap side.

A saali Kaplan turbine with a generator with a capacity 763 fcV is designed to utilize natural
water flows of Cierny Vih and also to provide internal electricity consuaption, especially for
"starting the aain hydroelectric generating units at a losrof voltage of the internal-consuaptio/U-

The aotorgenerator capacity is output into 15.75 kV switchgear, through underground channels by
a blcck transforaer in 400 kV switchgear froa there. The ssitchgear is connected to Liptovska Kara
switchgear through an overhead line.

PVE r.igrny Van Operation

PVE is directly control lea by alovensky energeticky dispecing Zilina (the Slovak power
dispatching centre in Zilina!. Operation of respective hydroelectric generating sets is fully
autoaated. Contrcl is provided by i control and inforaation systes of the plant. Operativeness of



setting the PVE into operation :s highly appreciated froa the point sf yi=^ of a dispatcher's
control. Start up frca a rest :o i full capacity in a turbine acd= of operation of tne uncle FVE
takas 70 seconds, start up froa i rest into a puapinq aode of operation takes about 120 second;.

Froa putting the PVE into operation till the end of 1??6, the hydroelectric generating sets
were in operation 145,269 hours in total, including 53,332 hours in a turbine lode of operation,
70,293 hours in a puaping .sods of operation ,and 21,644 hours in a coipensation aode of operation.
Whereas they supplied 5,346 utih in the sains ind they consutei 6,933 Gift of i'uriricity for puapinq,
A nuaber of start ups, which has reached the value 78,441 since putting is to operation, give; an
idea on utilisation of the plant for the systea control. Out of which, the sets started up 36,706
tiaes into a turbine aode of operation, 30,632 tiaes into a puaping iode of operation arid 11,103
tiaes into a coapensation jode of operation.

Utilization of the plant has not been unifori ail the tiae but the highest values were reached
in 1989 when a ysarly production rsschsd the value of 497 GHh. On the contrary, the lowest rurlY
production was in 1996 when it reached the value of 165 GWh.

Conclusion;
Hyjroenergstic potential is a prisary source of energy which is recyclable, i.e. unexhaustaoie

and also ecologically the iost tolsra&ls. Ho wastes or pollution, respectively are produced in its
utilization, there are no requiraaents for iSining facilities or capacities. Construction of hydra
power projects and their utilization bring aore benefits than daaages.

4,473 GHh Here produced in hydroelectric power plants in the Slovak Repuolic in 1996. This
production represents 15,51! of total consuaption of E5 in the Slovak. Republic.
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